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COOPER’S RESERVE

SMALL BATCH BARRELS 
Offered in Limited Quantities

24-month seasoning
Char  #1 - #4
Customized toast options
Galvanized steel hoops

The Cooper’s Reserve barrel allows you to build a unique 
barrel program by customizing the wood type and grain 
to achieve specific flavor goals.

American Oak French Oak 
European Oak  Hybrid

Small Batch barrels combine innovation and technology  
to bring out the best in your spirits. 

Spiral Cut Barrel 
After charring, we cut spirals throughout the inside of the  
barrel allowing aging spirits access to alternating layers of  
char and white oak.

Wave Stave Barrel 
Smooth ridges are cut lengthwise creating peaks and valleys  
that react differently during toasting and charring.

Toasted Barrels 
Toasting barrels before charring, releases desirable aromas  
and flavors, and enhances flavor extractives.

Smoke 1 –  Sweet smoke notes that show up quickly during 
maturation but gradually develop a rich smoky  
character that adds depth to the spirit.  

Spice 1 –  Autumn inspired spice notes to accent the estery 
characters of the spirit with moderate intensity.  

Sweet 1 –  A barrel that builds with intensity over time  
showcasing the natural grains of the spirit against  
a backdrop of sweet oak.  

Sweet 2 –  The French Oak tannins add a textural depth and 
sweetness that transforms the spirit with color  
and flavor.

 

Laser branded ISC logo
Custom logo branding
Premium finish
Premium packaging
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CLASSIC  
The World’s Most Popular Barrel

Char #1 - #4
Galvanized hoops
Laser branded ISC logo
Customized toast options
Premium packaging

Our Classic barrel has been around for decades, earning it a 
reputation as a go-to barrel for distillers around the world. 
With char and toasting options, this barrel can be customized 
to your specifications.

COOPER’S SELECT  
Seasoned to Perfection

18-month seasoning
Char  #1 - #4
Laser branded ISC logo
Galvanized hoops

The extended seasoning of the Cooper’s Select barrel allows 
natural elements (light, humidity and fungal activity) to 
facilitate changes to the oak chemistry. This adds complexity 
and softness to the palate.

Customized toast options
Custom logo branding
Extra finish
Premium packaging

Traditional Char Levels (1-4)
Lighter char levels show more fruit esters and spice notes. Darker char levels will extract 
more vanilla flavors and color into the spirit. Char #4 is the world’s most popular char option.

Char #1 Char #2 Char #3 Char #4

Barrel Sizes & Dimensions

Sizes & Dimensions 200L 225L 240L

Circumference Of Belly 204 cm 223 cm 223 cm

Barrel Height 89 cm 89 cm 89 cm



We Believe in Craftsmanship
ISC Barrels is committed to providing expert consultation and support. 

Learn more about our continued research and development by subscribing 

to our blog: iscbarrels.com/blog

www.iscbarrels.com


